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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MRC Polymers & SBC Recycling Collaborate
June 15th, 2014 - Romeoville, IL –It’s the kind of thing that business
lore is made of. Four guys go out for a business dinner, the ideas start
flowing and, of course, a brilliant business plan comes to fruition on a
napkin.
SBC Recycling, headquartered in Centerburg, OH, has entered into a
collaborative recycling agreement with MRC Polymers of Romeoville,
IL.
SBC Recycling will utilize MRC Polymer’s new Romeoville, Illinois
facility as a local collection center for plastic and paper goods serving
the greater Chicago area. The MRC Romeoville facility compliments
SBC’s other two facilities located in Centerburg, Ohio and Powder
Springs, GA.
The collaboration will allow the two companies to meet future growth
objectives and allow for greater efficiencies.
MRC Polymer’s new facility offers much needed additional space for
sorting and size reduction, in addition to offering warehousing and
distribution to MRC Compounding and external customers. It is
strategically located close to multiple transportation sources and will add
several “green industry” jobs to the area. This expansion positions
MRC for continued growth in its recycling division, R-Source. MRC RSource will continue to supply the compounding division as well as

expand into new all-encompassing recycling programs. This expansion
has opened the door for many new suppliers and customers.
SBC Recycling is a family owned full service industrial recycler. They
have been in business for over 20 years and process in excess of 12
million pounds of recyclables per month. SBC currently supplies MRC’s
compounding division with recycled engineering plastics as well as
supplying olefin based materials to compounders and end users
throughout the United States.
MRC Polymers is a compounder of recycled engineering plastics for the
automotive and non-automotive industries. MRC processes upwards of
50 million pounds of recycled material per year. With over 30 years of
proven experience, MRC Polymers continues to expand and improve its
capabilities in the recycled marketplace.
MRC and SBC believe the collaborative effort and location will not only
expand services and efficiencies to their current and prospective
customers but will also provide industry leading options for closed loop
recycling programs.

